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D.W. Hannah 

General Chairman                                                                        May 24, 2014 

SENT ELECTRONICALLY 
 

 
         Org. File-0444 (5, 56, & 660) 

          Org. File E-33337 
 

Divisions 5, 56, and 660 Presidents, Local Chairmen, Secretary Treasures  
 
Subject:  4 and 1 Pools and Extra Boards: 
 

First Vice Chairman Brian Carr and I met with the Carrier in the railroad office in Las Vegas, 

Nevada on May 21, 22, and 23, 2014, regarding seventeen (17) different issues on our 

system’s General Committee:  Here is my report to you regarding the issues discussed that 

effects your specific jurisdictions.   

 

With the concurrence of your Local Chairmen I have agreed to the following effective June 

1, 2014.  For a four month trial period the RE10 Pool, the XE10, and XE11 Boards will have 

a right to “voluntarily” tie up for 22:01 rest, with a two hour call, making the time off totaling 

24:01.  This 22:01 tie up can ONLY be done after working FOUR (4) consecutive days.   

There will NOT be any offset to guarantee payments for this specific tie up AS LONG AS 

YOU PERFORM YOUR NEXT SCHEDULED SERVICE WITHOUT LAYING OFF. 

   

May 22, 2014, there was 75 Engineers on the RE10 Pool who had gone into “Federal Rest 

Status (FR).”  No 200 mile pool should ever go into FR, however due to manpower issues 

the RE10 does just that.  The intent of what we have agreed to will obviously stop the FR 

and increase manpower.  The Carrier does not favor “voluntary” 4 and 1’s but did 

reluctantly agree to try this pool, and supporting extra boards, on a temporary basis. 

    

Nothing like this is programmed into the Carrier’s computer system so the Local Chairmen 

have the responsibility to “police” compliance.  Engineers can only kick for the 22:01 rest 

after working four (4) straight starts.  Abuse will cause the Carrier to cancel this pilot 

program which I have worked hard to get through many different meeting with the Carrier.   

 




